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We present two recent parametrizations of the equation of state (FSU2R and FSU2H
models) that reproduce the properties of nuclear matter and finite nuclei, fulfill con-
straints on high-density matter stemming from heavy-ion collisions, produce 2M⊙ neu-
tron stars, and generate neutron star radii below 13 km. Making use of these equations
of state, cooling simulations for isolated neutron stars are performed. We find that two
of the models studied, FSU2R (with nucleons) and, in particular, FSU2H (with nucle-
ons and hyperons), show very good agreement with cooling observations, even without
including nucleon pairing. This indicates that cooling observations are compatible with
an equation of state that produces a soft nuclear symmetry energy and, thus, generates
small neutron star radii. Nevertheless, both schemes produce cold isolated neutron stars
with masses above 1.8M⊙.
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1. Introduction
The thermal evolution (or cooling history) of neutron stars strongly depends on the
equation of state (EoS) and the associated composition of these compact objects1,2.
Several works have addressed the cooling history of neutron stars and they agree
that it is imperative to establish whether fast cooling processes take place, since
if the star cools down too fast, it will yield to a disagreement with most observed
data. If the stellar proton fraction is high enough, the most important fast processes
(the so-called direct URCA, DU) will take place, thus leading to a direct connection
between the thermal behavior and the symmetry energy of nuclear matter.
In this paper we investigate the thermal evolution of neutrons stars using EoSs
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for the nucleonic and hyperonic inner core3,4 that reconcile the 2M⊙ mass ob-
servations5,6 with determinations of stellar radii below 13 km (see Ref. 7 for an
overview), the latter being confirmed from analysis of the gravitational-wave emis-
sion of GW170817 (see Table II in Ref. 8 and references therein) detected by the
LIGO and Virgo collaborations9. Moreover, the aforementioned microscopic models
satisfy the properties of nuclear matter and finite nuclei10,11 and constraints from
heavy-ion collisions (HICs)12–14.
In particular, the two models FSU2R and FSU2H, based on the nucleonic FSU2
model11, differ on the onset of appearance of each hyperon, whereas the neutron star
maximum masses calculated with these models show only a moderate dispersion of
about 0.1M⊙
4. In the present study, we focus on how the hyperons, as well as the
symmetry energy of the microscopic model influence the cooling history of isolated
neutron stars, considering also different nucleon pairing scenarios15.
2. FSU2R and FSU2H models
Our models are based on two new parametrizations of the FSU2 RMF model11.
We start by considering only nucleons. The FSU2R(nuc) model produces a soft
symmetry energy and a soft pressure of neutron matter for densities n . 2n0, as
seen in Fig. 1 (left). This is done by increasing the Λω coefficient of the mixed
quartic isovector-vector interaction that modifies the density dependence of the
nuclear symmetry energy, thus turning the EoS softer3,4. As a result, radii within
the range of 11.5–13 km are obtained from FSU2R for neutron stars with masses
between the maximum mass and M = 1.4M⊙, as seen in Fig. 1 (right). FSU2R
predicts Esym(n0) = 30.7 MeV and L = 46.9 MeV
4, that differs from the FSU2
model with Esym(n0) = 37.6 MeV and L = 112.8 MeV and is in agreement with the
limits of recent determinations (see Fig.1 of Ref. 4 for a summary and references
therein). In the high-density sector of the EoS, the FSU2R and FSU2 EoSs are
similar, and, hence, FSU2R also reproduces heavy neutron stars (see Fig. 1 (right)).
When hyperons are incorporated, a softening of the high-density EoS with hy-
peronic degrees of freedom takes place (compare the FSU2R(hyp) and FSU2R(nuc)
EoSs in Fig. 1 (left)), so we obtain a reduction of the maximal neutron star mass
below 2M⊙ in FSU2R(hyp). We may readjust the parameters of the nuclear model
by stiffening the EoS of isospin-symmetric matter for densities above twice the
saturation density, where hyperons set in. We do that by changing the quartic
isoscalar-vector self-interaction (with reducing coupling ζ), which stiffens the EoS
at high densities3,4. The FSU2H allowing for hyperons, FSU2H(hyp), successfully
fulfills the 2M⊙ mass limit with moderate radii for the star (see Fig. 1 (right)),
while the base nuclear model still reproduces the properties of nuclear matter and
nuclei, with Esym(n0) = 30.5 MeV and L = 44.5 MeV
4. The parameter set of
FSU2R(nuc) and FSU2H(hyp) and some nuclear matter properties can be found in
Refs. 4, 15.
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Fig. 1. Left: Pressure of β-stable neutron star matter as a function of baryon number density
for different models15, with the colored area being compatible with HiCs12. Right: Mass versus
radius for neutron stars from the models FSU2R and FSU2H4 together with Shen16, L&S17,
Brueckner18. The thin horizontal bands indicate the 2M⊙ observations5,6, the vertical blue
band is the region constrained from chiral nuclear interaction19, the vertical red band is the area
derived from five quiescent low-mass X-ray binaries and five photospheric radius expansion X-ray
bursters20, and the vertical striped yellow band is the mass-radius constraint from cooling tails of
type-I X-ray bursts in three low-mass X-ray binaries21.
3. Cooling of neutron stars
We first consider the thermal evolution of neutron stars without taking into account
any sort of pairing (neither in the core nor in the crust). This is done in Figs. 2
and 3 for the FSU2R and FSU2H models, with and without hyperons. The figures
also display the observed surface temperature versus the age of a set of prominent
neutron stars, including that of the remnant in Cas A. The nucleonic DU and
hyperonic DU thresholds from each microscopic model are given in Table 1 for low-
mass to high-mass neutron stars. When DU reactions are allowed in the model,
that is, the DU threshold takes place for densities below the central density of the
star, they lead to an enhanced cooling of the star, thus to a fast cooling.
Several conclusions can be drawn from the comparison between the different
plots in Figs. 2 and 3 together with the analysis of Table 1:
• Low-mass stars of 1.4M⊙ when only nucleons are considered: the cooling
pattern of a 1.4M⊙ star is slow for FSU2R(nuc) and FSU2H(nuc). This
is mainly due to the density dependence of the symmetry energy around
saturation and, hence, to the symmetry energy slope parameter (L). The
smaller the value of L is, the less protons are produced and, thus, the DU
process appears at higher densities, making the cooling less efficient.
• High-mass stars of 1.8−2M⊙ when only nucleons are considered: the differ-
ent behaviours exhibited by the cooling curves of FSU2R(nuc) (fast cooling)
and FSU2H(nuc) (slow cooling) are correlated with the different values of
the central densities in these stars, as seen in Table 1. The stiffer the EoS
is, the lower central densities are and the slower the cooling is.
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Table 1. The nucleonic DU thresholds for FSU2(nuc), FSU2R(nuc),
FSU2R(hyp), FSU2H(nuc) and FSU2H(hyp) models, together with the hyper-
onic DU threshold for each of them. Also shown is the central density nc for
three selected neutron star masses.15
Models DUth hyp DUth 1.4M⊙ 1.76M⊙ 2.0M⊙
(fm−3) (fm−3) nc (fm−3) nc (fm−3) nc (fm−3)
FSU2 (nuc) 0.21 — 0.35 0.47 0.64
FSU2R (nuc) 0.61 — 0.39 0.51 0.72
FSU2H (nuc) 0.61 — 0.34 0.39 0.45
FSU2R (hyp) 0.57 0.37 0.40 0.87 —
FSU2H (hyp) 0.52 0.34 0.34 0.44 0.71
10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107
105
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107
FSU2R (nuc)
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)
Age (years)
 1.40 M/M
sun
 1.80 M/M
sun
 1.85 M/M
sun
 1.90 M/M
sun
 1.95 M/M
sun
 2.00 M/M
sun
 2.04 M/M
sun
Obs. Data
 Cas A
10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107
105
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107
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(K
)
Age (years)
 1.40 M/M
sun
 1.80 M/M
sun
 2.3 M/M
sun
 Obs. Data
 Cas A
Fig. 2. Surface temperature as a function of the stellar age for different neutron star masses for
FSU2R(nuc) (left) and FSU2H(nuc) (right). Also shown are different observed thermal data.15
• The inclusion of hyperons in medium- to heavy-mass stars speeds up
the cooling (compare in Figs. 2 and 3 FSU2R(nuc) and FSU2R(hyp) or
FSU2H(nuc) and FSU2H(hyp)). On the one hand, this is because the
presence of hyperons (mostly Λ particles) reduces the neutron fraction
at a given baryon number density and, consequently, the DU restriction
~kFn = ~kFp + ~kFe, can be fulfilled at a lower density. Here kFn, kFp and
kFe are the Fermi momenta of the neutron, proton and electron, respec-
tively. On the other hand, the appearance of hyperons softens the EoS,
thus FSU2R(hyp) and FSU2H(hyp) produce stars with higher central den-
sities than the nucleonic counterparts, so that they may overcome the DU
threshold (see Table 1).
We now investigate the effect of neutron superfluidity and proton superconduc-
tivity on the cooling of neutron stars. We study the two most relevant cases, the
FSU2R(nuc) and the FSU2H(hyp) models, which are the ones that best reproduce
the observed data on cooling in Figs. 2 and 3. On the one hand, the introduc-
tion of a superfluidity (conductivity) gap in the energy spectrum of baryons re-
duces the neutrino reaction rates, leading to a sharp drop of neutrino emissivity
after the matter temperature drops below the pairing critical temperature. On the
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Fig. 3. Surface temperature as a function of the stellar age for different neutron star masses for
FSU2R(hyp) (left) and FSU2H(hyp) (right). Also shown are different observed thermal data.15
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Fig. 4. Surface temperature as a function of the stellar age for different neutron star masses for
FSU2R(nuc) (left) and FSU2H(hyp) (right) with medium proton pairing and neutron pairing.15
other hand, a new transient neutrino emission process appears, commonly known
as pair breaking-formation (PBF) process, where two quasi-baryons with similar
anti-parallel momenta annihilate into a neutrino pair.
The analysis of the plots in Fig. 4 indicates that the inclusion of medium proton
pairing, in addition to the neutron pairing, improves the agreement of the cooling
curves of the FSU2R(nuc) and FSU2H(hyp) models with data, specially for Cas A
in the case of the FSU2H(hyp) model, as can be seen in the inset of Fig. 4 (right).
Note that in a very recent publication22, Posselt and Pavlov have revised the Cas
A cooling data, concluding that the cooling of this object could be slower. In other
words, we find that a shallow/medium proton superconductivity does not lead to
an over-suppression of the DU processes, a fact that, combined with miscroscopic
models with a soft nuclear symmetry energy, leads to an optimum agreement with
observations. However, the calculations favour rather large stellar masses to explain
the observed colder stars with surface temperatures T . 106 K.
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